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Minutes of Northlands Patient Participation Group (PPG) Meeting 
Friday, 21st June 2019, 12pm 

 
 
Present: 
Sandra Bosley (Chair)  Laurie Johnson (Vice Chair)    
Anne Morgan-Jones Margaret Hancock 
Diane Gooch    Dennis Davies 
Kevin O’Daly    Elizabeth Hannah 
Mary Gray    David Evans    
Alison Ingham (Practice Manager) Zara Lane (Patient Services/Patient) (Mins) 
  
Apologies: Jackie Woodward, Dr Abel, Brenda Gillett   

   
1. Welcome and Apologies:  Zara/Sandra had received apologies as above. 

 
2. Minutes of the Last Meeting: agreed as a true record, with meeting date corrected to 2019. 

 
3. Matters Arising:  

 

 PPG Report: report published and available in our waiting rooms and on the website. 
 

 Live Well Die Well Event, Sat, 18th May 2019 10-12 pm:  Cancelled due to lack of 
interest – all present very disappointed as the meeting topic very valuable and relevant. 
Following discussion, it was agreed that Sandra would contact Natalie Jones (Dorothy 
House Specialist Nurse) to see if she would be interested in a future date for this event; if 
so, Alison to contact other Calne practices (and Jubilee Field Surgery) to see if there is 
any interest in holding a cross-practice event. Provisional date would be Sat, 14th Sept 
2019 and locations for event to be investigated, eg Marden House and Town Hall 
(Diane).  

 
The possibility of holding a Health & Well Being event for Calne was briefly discussed – 
perhaps in Spring/Summer 2020. However, it was acknowledged that a lot of planning is 
needed for any event. 

 

 Partition: all very pleased with the partition between the main waiting room and back 
office which is a big help re patient confidentiality and a nice improvement to the working 
environment for staff. 

 

 Garden: lovely results from the spring planting and thanks to Dennis whose recent 
offerings mean we will have a good summer show too. NB some of Dennis’ plants have 
been put into tubs outside the new extension so a great enhancement to the otherwise 
rather boring gravel effect.  

 
4. WSUN Premises Report 

 
Louise Rendle, Head of Network Services, WSUN kindly visited the surgery and carried out 
an inspection to see how patients with different needs might experience a visit to the surgery. 
All agreed that the report was very helpful and a great insight into viewing the premises from 
a different perspective.  
 
Alison had worked through the list to identify some immediate and longer term actions, as 
follows: 

 

 general re signage: NB colour/contrast, font size and location to be considered for any 
new and existing signs 

 external signs: Stuart (our caretaker) to cut back foliage so signs visible 
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 internal signs: provide information about wheelchair availability and help with lift  at 
Reception 

 Repeat Prescription box: paint a different colour so that it stands out 

 lift: provide sign to indicate position of lift button 

 exit signs: replace sign over exit via main waiting room with better and more visible sign 
(catches light in present location.) Also, consider additional exit signs from upstairs 
waiting room 

 carpets: when next replaced, bear in mind that people with perception issues may see a 
‘black hole’ rather than a dark carpet. Consider whether anything could be done short 
term using tape 

 Waiting Room toilet: important to ensure items stand out so consider changing colour of 
toilet seat and painting/using coloured tape on handrails Alison to consult with Infection 
Prevention & Control Lead (Sr Anita Peake) re suitable paint/materials 

 
As regards the Hearing Loop, Zara mentioned that all staff now trained and that the Hearing 
Loop is being used both at Reception and during consultations.  
 
Alison will brief Stuart about the above and Sandra will help Alison to monitor progress and 
report back changes and improvements to patients in due course. 
  

5. New Appointment System Feedback 
Overall, mixed feedback as everyone gets used to a new system. Any queries/complaints 
dealt with sympathetically by staff. Our DNA (‘did not attend’) rate does appear to be falling. 
Alison also noted that online appointment slots are being reviewed to ensure availability and 
a wider range of appointment types. 

 
6. Five Year GP Survey 

Alison explained that the GPS are required to ‘revalidate’ every five years. Revalidation is the 
process by which doctors demonstrate they are up to date and fit to practise and includes a 
patient survey. Northlands carries out Patient Surveys for GPs for revalidation purposes and 
at other times as needed – eg during the placement of a Registrar. 

 
7. Primary Care Networks (PCNs) 

Alison explained that all surgeries are now required to work together in a more formal way, ie 
via Primary Care Networks (PCNs) to enable greater provision of proactive, personalised, 
coordinated and more integrated health and social care. This is to be achieved by surgeries 
working more closely together with community, mental health, social care, pharmacy, 
hospital and voluntary services in their local area. 

PCNs have to be in place by 1st July 2019. Our PCN is Calne and Yatton Keynell - CaYK for 
short and comprises Northlands, Patford House Partnership (Patford House/Sutton 
Benger/Beversbrook Medical Centre) and Jubilee Field Surgery in Yatton Keynell. CaYK has 
two Clinical directors - Dr Julia Dalton (Northlands) and Dr Kat Hughes (Patford House). 

For further information, please go to https://www.england.nhs.uk/gp/gpfv/redesign/primary-
care-networks 

8. Items for the Next Agenda: none raised 
 

9. Any Other Business:  
 

 Pharmacy@Northlands (P@N): Alison will feedback on Patient Experience to P@N 

 Sepsis awareness: Alison will look at various ways in which we can raise awareness 
about sepsis 

 Car park: Alison to look at re-painting of lines, especially for the disabled parking spaces 
 

DATE OF NEXT PPG MEETING: Fri, 13th September, 2019 at 12pm 
 
 NB: Please send Mary Gray a copy of the minutes via the post 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/gp/gpfv/redesign/primary-care-networks
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